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CHAIR'S REPORT
by Chris Atherton

After the disruption that was 2020, the new year was one of consolidation and

growth. Having refreshed our strategic plan in 2020 – a Connected Future – has

provided a framework for us to expand on all of the great things we do within our

communities. We have continued to support our Volunteers find roles that support

their needs, and connect them with organisations that value their contributions.

During the year we did a lot of work building a new volunteer database which not

only means that our Volunteers are better served by Volunteer Central, the member

organisations (there were 114 of them at the end of June) have access to quality

volunteers. We made 2,274 referrals in 2020/2021, which on the face of it is a large

reduction from the 9,285 we made in 2019/2020. However, the number of matches at

556 was a lot closer and shows that we are much more efficient at making successful

connections through appropriate role selection, something that was intended by our

new strategy.

At the end of June we had nearly 1,500 active volunteers who volunteer for a variety

of reasons including gaining skills and experience or simply to give back to our

communities. They are a wonderful resource and provide a huge pool of expertise

that our member organisations can tap into and use. It’s a real pleasure to be part of

this win-win. Our staff and Volunteers have continued to provide support wherever

possible under the lockdown conditions at the end of 2020 and into 2021.

None of this would happen without the expert leadership from Kate Aplin the Centre

Manager, and the amazing Juliana Chang, our Marketing and Events Coordinator,

and our dedicated office volunteers.

The Pandemic continues to effect us financially with many community funding

organisations tightening their belts in response to variable lockdown conditions.

Volunteer Central are not immune from these pressures and our fiscal position means

that a further loss has been incurred in 2021. We will continue to seek funding and

financial support wherever we can to build on our capability. Our very grateful thanks

goes to our main funders and contributors at Horowhenua District Council, Palmerston

North City Council, Manawatu District Council, and The Department of Internal Affairs

as well as our member organisations.

Finally, I’d like to say a big thank you to our Board of Trustees who are also volunteers

and give freely of their time, and valuable input to the decision-making process.
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Tangata ako ana i te whare, te turanga ki te marae, tau ana

A person who is taught at home, will stand collected on the Marae

This Whakatauki seems particularly appropriate for the 20/21 year, both literally and

figuratively, with many young people and students having to complete their studies

from home, and many workers working from home having to learn new ways to

engage and connect via technology. The message in the whakatauki is that a child

who is given proper values at home and cherished within their family, will not only

behave well amongst the family but also within society and throughout their life. In

these times of needing to do things differently the constant values of respect and

support for people remain – hopefully we as a society have been able to continue to

instil these values in our young people in order for them to participate in an effective

way with the growing diversity, inclusion, and challenges we face.

Volunteer Central has focussed on supporting the communities we work with to retain

mana, face challenges positively, and embrace the diversity we live among. We have

achieved this by working with the local Councils on welfare support development,

welcoming initiatives, and looking at ways to increase inclusion in the community.

Alongside this strategic work, we continue to promote collaboration and make

connections amongst and between community services to ensure community needs

are met in the most effective way, and provide opportunities for people to engage in

their community through volunteering.

Volunteer Central values the relationships we have with our communities and

individuals within these communities. The shared delight we experience when

volunteers achieve goals, develop new skills, develop a sense of self-confidence,

make new positive relationships, and/or gain employment cannot be overstated –

witnessing the growth and development of volunteers is awesome!

As Manager of Volunteer Central, I acknowledge the very positive committed team

that makes all of this happen: our Board of Trustees, our office volunteers, our

sponsors and supporters, and our small team of two paid staff. Thank you to you all

for being with us in this waka of gaining a Connected Future.

MANAGER'S REPORT
By Kate Aplin

Statistics for period 1 July 2020 - 30 June 2021

114
Organisations

1493
Volunteers

556
Matches

2274
Referrals

170
Roles
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Volunteer Central's Team is proud of the work that

has been done in the last twelve months and looking

forward to the next twelve. 

We hosted two Volunteer Recognition Events , one in

November 2020 (originally scheduled for June 2020

and postponed due to Covid-19) and one in June

2021. It wasn't an easy task, but extremely worth it.

Recognising outstanding volunteers is part of

Volunteer Central's core business and we do our

very best to guarantee these memorable events are

delivered with quality, passion, and uniqueness. 

Volunteer Central hosted Palmerston North first

Volunteering Expo in Sept 2020 and, for the second

time hosted a Volunteering Expo in Horowhenua

(Feb 2021, in Levin). This model continues to attract

organisations and potential volunteers and has

proven to be an important tool to create

connections and raise awareness.

Every year we analyse our results and revise our

event portfolio, excluding, improving, or including

initiatives in order to guarantee our energy and

resources are optimised. During this period, no event

was excluded, Expos are being improved and the

"Volunteering Day" was added.

We arranged our first "Volunteer Day" with Camellia

House being matched with a group of Air Force

staff. Judith Lacy, Editor from the Manawatū

Guardian, attended the event and published the

story. As a result, Camellia House not only received

support to organise and clean their storage spaces

but also identified an increase in donations.

Volunteer Central has a commitment to diversity and

inclusion. We proudly attended the events for the

announcement and the launch of the recently

created Ministry for Ethnic Communities. We support

and are part of initiatives that advocate and work

towards safe and diverse communities.

EVENT REPORT
by Juliana Chang

Looking into the future and what we

want to achieve, Volunteer Central

developed a Sponsorship Programme. 

 

We have invested in training, we did

"our homework", and we are excited 

to welcome new Sponsors. 

 

Volunteer Central wants to collaborate

with businesses that share our passion

for the community and have values

aligned with ours. 

 

Volunteer Central is proud to announce

our first Silver Sponsor: UCOL. 

 

Together we are stronger and 

we go further. Ka pai! 
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FINANCIAL REPORT
by Marisa Thompson

Financially this year has been tough
which is expected with everything that
has been happening in the world, but
our revenue is up from 2019-2020 and
expenses are down.

The final outcome for 2020/2021 was a
loss of $8,323 which is an improvement
on 2019/20’s loss of $32,459 and close
to our budgeted loss of $6,786. This loss
includes the Ministry of Social
Developments Covid-19 Subsidy ($14k)
from 2019/2020 which has had to be
carried forward as a liability.

Looking forward to 2021/2022 we are
exploring different revenue streams with
the aim of continuing to improve
financially.

We would like to acknowledge the financial support of the following:
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